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Specification
Stock number:
Manufacturer:
Model:
Year:
Price:
Location:

2020
Centurion Fi21
£146,500 VAT Included
CENTURION FI21 2020.
Safe to say, you can expect the perfect ride, every
time, from this pro-tested boat. The side-to-side
balance creates easy-to-achieve, symmetrical
waves and wakes, and less resistance on its
running surface delivers superior handing and 50
percent better fuel economy.
This boat is the top performer and striking from a
distance, but for 2021 Centurion has made interior
comfort a focus with the new interior finishes
including the Cobra Racing Driver’s Seat with slide
and 106-degree swivel as well as the new easyaccess trash receptacle.

EB5118
Centurion
Fi21
2020
£146,500 VAT Included
Carrington, Manchester,
United Kingdom

Dimensions
LOA:
Beam:
Draft:
Displacement:

6.4 m - 20ft 12in
2.59 m - 8ft 6in
0.81 m - 2ft 8in
2313 kgs

Engine(s)
Engine Mfr:
Fuel:
No of Engines:
Engine Hours:
Engine Power (HP):
Fuel Tankage:

Centurion Power by GM Marine
Petrol
1
0
409
368.0

Highlights
• Brand new Centurion Fi21
• Extremely rare in the UK
• Stunning Bahama Blue Ceramic coated with metal
flake
• Brand new Tandem Axle XHD Extreme trailer

Centurion have a powerful tool behind the evolution
of their boats – you. The evolution of their designs
is not just a result of changes in style. Their
engineers listen to customer feedback with
purpose, and redesign based on your changing
needs. They have always built good surf boats, but
your input has helped them change and improve
thoughtfully throughout the years. Surfing is in
Centurion’s DNA. You are the catalyst to unleash
their best features.
For more information Please email
Jake@Boats.co.uk or call on 07378743270.
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Navigation Equipment

General Equipment

Navigation lights - Techniq underwater nav lights

Covers - Full cover in grey with Hang ties
Bathing platform

Electrical Equipment
Battery
Heating - Interior heating system including heated
drivers seat
CD player - CMS4 Bluetooth, AM/FM USB Stereo,
In-dash remote with black Roswell 8" speakers and
12" Sub.

Teak laid cockpit - Gator step Non-skid flooring
with sharkskin finish
Swimming ladder
Waterski pole - Maximus tower in black with
Centurion swivel clamping board racks
Upholstery and Interiors - Full Hex interior - Deep
bronze & Charcoal

Surround sound system - Centurion downfire full
cockpit and surf Audio package
Camera system - Rear view camera

Disclaimer
All the information on this advert is correct to
the best of our knowledge, but cannot be
guaranteed until the point of sale.
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